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INTRODUCTION
w xIn a series of articles 3]9 , Hochschild gave a thorough study on the
 .theory of the Hopf algebra R L of linear representative functions on the
universal enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra L over a
field of characteristic 0. On the other hand, Hochschild and Mostow have
 .given a detailed study on the theory of the Hopf algebra R G of analytic
representative functions on a real or complex analytic group G. See
w x w x .12]19 and also 23]25 . Although these two theories of Hopf algebras of
representative functions share many similar properties, the theory for Lie
algebras certainly covers broader ground than the theory for Lie groups
since the ground field of the Lie algebras under study may not be the field
R of real numbers or the field C of complex numbers. However, when the
ground field is R or C, we may ask how these two theories relate to each
other. In Section 1, we show that they are essentially the same. More
precisely, we prove that if L is a finite-dimensional real or complex Lie
algebra, then there is a faithfully representable analytic group G such that
 .  .R L and R G are isomorphic as Hopf algebras. A candidate of such a
faithfully representable analytic group G which does the job satisfies the
 .condition that the Lie algebra L G of G is isomorphic with L and, after
 .identifying L G with L, the linear representations of L are exactly the
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differentials of representations of G. We show that there is a unique, up to
isomorphism, faithfully representable analytic group satisfying this condi-
tion and we call it the universal analytic group associated with the Lie
algebra L.
Let G be a faithfully representable complex analytic group and Aut G
be the group of all complex analytic automorphisms of G. By a nucleus of
G, we mean a closed simply connected solvable normal complex analytic
subgroup E of G such that GrE is reductive. In Section 2 we give an
explicit description of the maximal nilpotent normal subgroup of G. Also,
we demonstrate a nucleus K of G that is ``almost characteristic'' in the
 .sense that u K : K ? A for all u g Aut G, where A is the maximal
8
reductive complex Lie subgroup of the center of G.
 .Notations. Let G be a group. We denote by Z G the center of G. If f
<is a function on G and H is a subset of G, we denote by f H the
 .restriction of f to H. If, in addition, G is a Lie group, we denote by L G
the Lie algebra of G and by G the identity component. We denote by C*
8
the multiplicative group of nonzero complex numbers.
The authors thank the referee for the careful reading of the manuscript
and for many insightful comments and suggestions.
1. UNIVERSAL ANALYTIC GROUPS
In this section, first we will introduce the notion of the universal analytic
group associated with a given finite-dimensional real or complex Lie
algebra, which plays an important role in the relation between the Hopf
algebras of representative functions on Lie algebras and the Hopf algebras
of representative functions on analytic groups.
Let G be a real analytic group. A universal complexification of G is a
continuous homomorphism d of G into a complex analytic group Gq
having the property: for every continuous homomorphism u of G into a
complex analytic group Gq having the property: for every continuous
homomorphism u of G into a complex analytic group H, there is a unique
complex analytic homomorphism uq of Gq into H such that uq( d s u .
 q .A standard construction of G , d is as follows. For any finite-dimen-
 .  .sional real resp. complex Lie algebra L, we denote by S L the simply
 .connected real resp. complex analytic group whose Lie algebra is L. Let
  ..p : S L G ª G be the group covering and let its kernel be D. Since
  ..S L G is simply connected, there is a unique continuous homomorphism
  ..   . .j : S L G ª S L G m C whose differential is the canonical injectionR
 .  .   ..L G ª L G m C. Since D is central in S L G , by considering theR
  . .  .adjoint representation of S L G m C , we see that j D is central inR
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  . .S L G m C ; and hence, so is the smallest closed complex Lie subgroupR
  . .  . q   . .E of S L G m C that contains j D . Let G s S L G m C rE andR R
  . . qp: S L G m C ª G be the canonical homomorphism. Clearly, there isR
a continuous homomorphism d : G ª Gq such that d (p s p(j . One
 q .verifies readily that G , d is a universal complexification of G. Clearly,
any two universal complexifications of G are equivalent in the obvious
 w x w x .sense. See 3, p. 204 and 11 .
Suppose, in addition, that G is faithfully representable. Then G has a
nucleus K ; that is, a closed simply connected solvable normal analytic
subgroup of G such that GrK is reductive, and G s H ? K a semidirect
. w xproduct , where H is a maximal reductive Lie subgroup of G 15, p. 112 .
 q .  q .Let K , d and H , d be the universal complexifications of K and H,K H
 .respectively. Let h g H and m h be the automorphism of K sending
every element k of K onto hkhy1. In view of the universal property of
 q .  .  q.K , d , there is a unique element l h in the group Aut K of allK
q  .  .complex analytic automorphisms of K , such that l h (d s d (m h .K K
 q.This gives rise to a continuous homomorphism l: H ª Aut K . Identi-
  q..  q.fied with a subgroup of GL L K , Aut K has a natural structure of a
 q .complex Lie group. By the universal property of H , d , there is aH
q q  q.unique complex analytic homomorphism l : H ª Aut K such that
lq( d s l. So we may form the semidirect product F s Hq= Kq deter-H
mined by lq. Clearly, F is a complex analytic group and the map d :G
 .  .  .G ª F defined by d hk s d h d k for all h g H and k g K is aG H K
 .continuous homomorphism. Then F, d is the universal complexificationG
of G. Indeed, if u is a continuous homomorphism of G into a complex
 < .qanalytic group D, then there are complex analytic homomorphisms u H :
q  < .q q  < .q <H ª D and u K : K ª D such that u H (d s u H andH
 < .q <u K (d s u K. It is then straightforward to check that the mapK
q q .  < .q . < .q . qu : F ª D defined by u hk s u H h u K k for all h g H
and k g Kq is the unique complex analytic homomorphism satisfying
uq( d s u . Now, we may denote F by Gq. Note that since G is faithfullyG
w x.representable, d is injective 3, p. 205 . Next, we will define a realG
analytic involution b of Gq so that the differential of b is the complex
 .conjugation of L G m C induced from that of C. Since H is reductive,R
w x qwe know from 12, Theorem 9.2 and Theorem 9.5 that H is an algebraic
w xgroup over C. It follows from 11 that there is a real analytic involution a
of Hq such that the differential of a is the complex conjugation of
 .L H m C induced form that of C. If we let H be the a-fixed subgroupR 1
of Hq, then one checks readily that H is an algebraic group over R and1
 .  .d H s H is a subgroup of H of finite index. Because K and theG 1 18 q w xhomogeneous space K rK are simply connected 11, Theorem 3 , so is
q  . qK . This also shows that d K is closed in K . Together with theG
 . qclosedness of d H in H , we may identify G with the closed subgroupG
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 . q qd G of G . Owing to the simple connectedness of K , we may extend aG
to a real analytic involution b of Gq so that the differential of b is the
 .complex conjugation of L G m C induced from that of C and H = K isR 1
q  wprecisely the b-fixed subgroup of G . For a similar approach, see 11,
x w x .p. 410 and 13, Theorem 5.1 . Now, we may summarize our results as
follows.
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a faithfully representable real analytic group, K a
nucleus of G, and H a maximal reducti¨ e Lie subgroup of G. Then Gq is a
semidirect product Hq= Kq. Moreo¨er, if we identify G with its canonical
image in Gq, then Gq has a real analytic in¨olution b whose differential is
 .the complex conjugation of L G m C induced from that of C, and theR
q  .b-fixed subgroup of G is of the form H ? K, H ? K s G, and H is a1 1 8
subgroup of H of finite index.1
 .Let G be a real resp. complex Lie group. By a representation of G, we
 .mean a real resp. complex analytic homomorphism of G into the group
of all complex linear automorphisms of a finite-dimensional vector space
over C.
Let G be a real analytic group. In introducing the universal complex-
ification of G, we consider the unique continuous homomorphism j :
  ..   . .S L G ª S L G m C whose differential is the canonical injectionR
 .  .L G ª L G m C. The following result is motivated from the examina-R
   ...tion of the analytic group j S L G .
 .PROPOSITION 1.2. If L is a finite-dimensional real resp. complex Lie
algebra, then there is a unique, up to isomorphism, faithfully representable real
 .resp. complex analytic group G whose Lie algebra is isomorphic with L in
 .such a way that, after identifying L G with L, the linear representations of L
are precisely the differentials of representations of G. Moreo¨er, G is simply
connected in the complex case.
 .We call the essentially unique group G above the universal analytic
 .group associated with the given Lie algebra L and denote it by V L .
Proof. First, let L be a finite-dimensional complex Lie algebra. Put
 .G s S L . Since the radical of G is simply connected, G is faithfully
w x.representable 3, Theorem 4.6 on p. 225 . Clearly, all other assertions
follow from the simple connectedness of G.
Next, suppose that L is a finite-dimensional real Lie algebra. Let G be
 .the real analytic subgroup of S L m C corresponding to the Lie algebraR
 .L m 1. Since S L m C is simply connected, there is a unique realR R
 .analytic involution u of S L m C such that the differential of u is theR
complex conjugation of L m C induced form that of C. Clearly, G is theR
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 .connected component in the u-fixed subgroup of S L m C that containsR
 .  .the identity element, hence G is closed in S L m C . Since S L m C isR R
 .faithfully representable as we saw in the complex case , so is G. Let r :
 .L ª l n, R be a linear representation of L. Owing to the simple connect-
 .  .edness of S L m C , there is a complex representation s : S L m C ªR R
 .  .GL n, C whose differential is the complexification L m C ª gl n, C ofR
 .r. Identifying L G with L, one checks readily that the differential of the
<representation s G of G is precisely r ; and hence, G satisfies all the
requirements stated in the lemma. To prove the uniqueness, suppose that
H is a faithfully representable real analytic group satisfying all require-
 .ments stated in the lemma. As usual, we identify L H with L. Viewing H
 .as a real analytic subgroup of GL m, R and L as a Lie subalgebra of
 .gl m, R for some m, by what we just proved for G, there is a representa-
 .tion a : G ª GL m, R whose differential is the identity map on L and
 .a G s H. On the other hand, since the linear representations of L are
exactly the differentials of representations of H, by interchanging the roles
of G and H above, we see that there is a representation b of H whose
 .differential is the identity map on L and b H s G. Considering a ( b ,
one concludes readily that G and H are isomorphic as real analytic
groups. This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 1.3. If L is a finite-dimensional real or complex Lie algebra,
 .then the radical of V L is simply connected.
 .Proof. Let G s V L . In the real case, by the proof of Proposition 1.2,
 .we may view G as the closed real analytic subgroup of S L m CR
corresponding to the real Lie algebra L m 1. It follows that the radical ofR
 .G is an analytic subgroup of the radical of S L m C ; and hence, theR
 .simple connectedness of S L m C implies that of the radical of G. TheR
case when L is a finite-dimensional complex Lie algebra simply follows
 .from the fact that V L is itself simply connected by Proposition 1.2. This
completes the proof.
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let L be a finite-dimensional real Lie algebra and G be
a faithfully representable analytic group whose Lie algebra is isomorphic with
 . qL. Then G s V L if and only if G is simply connected. Moreo¨er, in this
case, Gqs Rq? Hq, where R is the radical of G and H is a maximal reducti¨ e
Lie subgroup of G.
 .  .Proof. As usual, we identify L G with L. First, assume that G s V L
  ..is constructed as in the proof of Proposition 1.2. Let j : S L G ª
  . .S L G m C be the continuous homomorphism whose differential is theR
 .  .canonical injection L G ª L G m C. One concludes readily thatR
   ...   ..j S L G s G; and hence, j : S L G ª G is the universal group
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covering. It follows from the construction of Gq in the beginning of this
q   . . qsection that G s S L G m C ; hence, G is simply connected.R
 q .Conversely, let G , d be the universal complexification of G that is
constructed in the beginning of this section and suppose that Gq is simply
  .. wconnected. Let p : S L G ª G be the universal group covering. By 13,
x  q.  . qProposition 2.1 , L G s L G m C; hence, we may identify G withR
  . .  .  .   ...    ...S L G m C . It follows that d G s d (p S L G s j S L G . AsR
 .we just saw, this implies that d G is the universal analytic group associ-
ated with L. On the other hand, since G is faithfully representable, G is
 .isomorphic with d G from the proof of Lemma 1.1. As a result, G is the
universal analytic group associated with L. Moreover, by Corollary 1.3, R
is simply connected; hence, R is the unique nucleus of G. Together with
Lemma 1.1, we may conclude that Gqs Rq? Hq for any maximal reduc-
tive Lie subgroup H of G. This completes the proof.
Next, we are going to show that for every finite-dimensional real or
complex Lie algebra L, the Hopf algebra of representative functions on L
 .is isomorphic with the Hopf algebra of representative functions on V L .
Let L be a finite-dimensional real or complex Lie algebra, U the
universal enveloping algebra of L, and U8 the dual of U. If u g U and
 . .  .f g U8, then the linear map u ? f on U defined by u ? f ¨ s f ¨u is
called the left translate of f by u, and the linear endomorphism g ¬ u ? g
of U8 is called the left translation of U8 by u. A function f g U8 is called a
representative function on L if f vanishes on some two-sided ideal of
 .finite codimension in U. We denote by R L the Hopf algebra of all
representative functions on L. Clearly, the left translations by elements of
 .L define a locally finite L-module structure on R L . Moreover, we have
the following observation.
 .LEMMA 1.5. The left translations of R L by elements of L are deri¨ ations.
Proof. Let d: U ª U m U be the unitary homomorphism that is deter-
 .mined by d x s x m 1 q 1 m x for all x g L. Let x g L, u g U and write
 .  .  .   .. .  .  ..d u s  a m b . Let f , g g R L . Since x ? fg u s f m g d ux si i
 .  .  ..  .  .. .f m g  a x m b q  a m b x s x ? f g q f x ? g u , we see thati i i i
 .  .  .x ? fg s x ? f g q f x ? g and the lemma is proved.
 .Let G be a real resp. complex Lie group. If f is a function on G and
 .  .x g G, we define the left resp. right translate x ? f resp. f ? x of f by x
 . .  .   . .  ..to be x ? f y s f yx resp. f ? x y s f xy . Also, the linear endomor-
 .  .  .phism g ¬ x ? g resp. g ¬ g ? x of R G is called the left resp. right
 .  .translation of R G by x. We denote by R G the Hopf algebra of all real
 .resp. complex analytic functions f of G into C for which the complex
vector space spanned by all left translates of f is finite-dimensional.
 .Elements of R G are called representative functions on G.
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THEOREM 1.6. If L is a finite-dimensional real or complex Lie algebra,
 .   ..then R L and R V L are isomorphic as Hopf algebras.
 .Proof. Put G s V L . Consider the locally finite L-module structure
 .on R L by left translations. In view of Proposition 1.2, this L-module
 .structure yields a locally finite G-module structure on R L . In terms of
w x  .this G-module structure, it follows from 10, p. 8 that R L has the
 .  .  .  .structure r*: R L ª R L m R G of an R G -comodule. Viewing ele-
 .  .  .ments of R L m R G as maps from G to R L in the obvious way, we
 . .have r* f x s x ? f , where x ? f stands for the transform of the element
 .f of R L by the element x of G.
 .  .  . .  .Let f g R L . Define a map f f on G by f f x s c x ? f for every
 .  .x g G, where c is the counit of R L . Writing r* f s a m b withi i
 .  . a g R L and b g R G , we see that if x, y g G then xy ? f s  y ?i i
. .  .  . .  .b x a ; hence y ? f f s c a y ? b . It follows from this that f f gi i i i
 .R G . In what follows, we are going to show that the linear map f :
 .  .R L ª R G is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras.
 .To this end, fix f , g g R L and fix a finite-dimensional L-submodule V
 .  . .of R L that contains f , g, L ? f L ? g , and all left translates of the
antipode of f. Denote by s the corresponding representation of L on V,
 .and let r : G ª GL V be the representation of G that is induced from
 .the G-module structure on R L mentioned in the beginning of the proof.
By Proposition 1.2, s is exactly the differential of r. In particular,
 .  .r exp l s Exp s l for all l g L, where exp: L ª G and Exp: End V ª
 .GL V are the exponential maps. Let l g L. From Lemma 1.5, one checks
  .. .   .. ..  .. ..readily that Exp s l fg s Exp s l f Exp s l g . This proves
 .that G acts on R L by algebra automorphisms. From this, we see that f is
a morphism of algebras. To show that f is a morphism of coalgebras, let g
 .  .  .  .be the coproduct of R L and write g f s g m h g R L m R L .i i
 .  .  .  .Then f u¨ s g u h ¨ for all u, ¨ g U, hence u ? f s h u g for alli i i i
  ..u g U. From this, it is straightforward to check that Exp s l . . .1
  .. .  . .  .. .Exp s l f s f h exp l . . . exp l ? g , for every l , . . . , l g L.n i 1 n i 1 n
 . .  . .  Thus, if x, y g G, we have y ? f s f h y g , giving f f xy s c x ? yi i
..  . .  . .? f s f g x f h y . This proves that f is a morphism of coalge-i i
bras. Next, we will show that f preserves the antipode. Recall that the
 .  .  .  . .  y1 .antipode h: R G ª R G of R G is defined by h h x s h x for
 .every h g R G and x g G. Let p be the antiautomorphism of the
algebra U that extends the map L ª L sending every element l of L onto
 .  . .   ..yl. Then the antipode p * of R L is defined by p * h u s h p u for
 .every h g R L and u g U. As above, a straightforward calculation shows
  ..   .. ..  .  ..that c Exp s yl . . . Exp s yl f s c exp l . . . exp l ?1 n 1 n
 ..   .. .p * f , for every l , . . . , l g L. Thus, if x g G, we have h f f x s1 n
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 y1 .   ..   .. .c x ? f s c x ? p * f s f p * f x . This proves that f preserves
the antipode.
 .Finally, consider the locally finite G-module R G by left translations.
 .In view of Proposition 1.2, R G has a locally finite L-module structure;
 .hence, from the universal mapping property of U, R G is naturally also
 . .a U-module. In terms of this U-module structure, we define c k u s
 .  .e u ? k for every element k of R G and every element u of U, where e is
 .the counit of R G . Analogously to the above, one checks readily that c is
the inverse of f. The proof of the theorem is thereby complete.
2. ALMOST STABLE NUCLEI
Let G be a faithfully representable complex analytic group. Let S ;
 .  .R G . We say that S is left resp. right stable if S is stable under all left
 .resp. right translations. We say that S is bistable if S is both left stable
 .and right stable. An element f of R G is called semisimple if the
representation of G by left translations on the finite-dimensional space
 .spanned by all left translates of f is semisimple. If B is a subset of R G ,
we use B to denote the collection of all semisimple functions in B. Lets
 .Hom G, C be the collection of all complex analytic homomorphisms of G
  .4into the additive group C. Let Q s exp( f : f g Hom G, C , where exp:
 .C ª C* is the exponential map. A subalgebra B of R G is called a basic
 . w xsubalgebra if Q is free over B and R G s B Q . A normal basic subalge-
 .bra B of R G is a left stable basic subalgebra such that B is bistable. As
 .subalgebra of R G is called fully stable if it is bistable and is stable under
 .  .  .  .the antipode h: R G ª R G or R G . A subalgebra of R G is called a
regular subalgebra if it is fully stable and finitely generated as a C-algebra
 .and contains a normal basic subalgebra of R G .
Now, let K be a nucleus of G. Then there exists a normal basic
 .subalgebra of B of R G such that K is the kernel of the representation
w xof G by left translations on B 15, Theorem 3.1 , and there is a uniques
 .  .regular subalgebra R G, K of R G such that, if B is any normal basic
 .  .subalgebra of R G associated with K as above, then R G, K coincides
 .with the smallest fully stable subalgebra of R G that contains B. We call
 .  . wR G, K the nuclear subalgebra of R G that is associated with K 16,
x  .Section 5 . Put S s R G, K . Let A be the group of all proper automor-S
phisms of S that is, algebra automorphisms of S that commute with right
.translations and G the group of all left translations on S. Since everyS
normal basic subalgebra separates the points of G, we may identify G with
G via the map sending every element x of G onto the restriction of theS
w xleft translation by x to S. By 16, Theorem 3.1 , A is an algebraic groupS
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as well as a complex analytic group, G is closed and algebraically dense in
A , and A and G share the same commutator subgroup.S S
The following theorem gives a precise description of the maximal
nilpotent normal subgroup of G.
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a faithfully representable complex analytic group.
 .Let K be a nucleus of G and S the associated nuclear subalgebra of R G .
Then we ha¨e the following results.
 .1 Let U be the unipotent radical of A and A be the maximalS
reducti¨ e complex Lie subgroup of the center of A . Then U ? A is the maximalS
nilpotent normal subgroup of A .S
 .2 A ; G.
 .  .3 U FG ? A is the maximal nilpotent normal subgroup of G and
U l G is a torsion free normal subgroup of G contained in the radical R of G.
 .  .  .4 U l G ? G l A is the maximal nilpotent normal subgroup of R.
Proof. Let r be the adjoint representation of A on the Lie algebraS
 .L G of G and r9 be the associated semisimple representation of r. We
claim that the kernel D of r9 is the maximal nilpotent normal subgroup of
 .A . Clearly, r is unipotent on D; and hence, r D is nilpotent. Since theS
kernel of r is the centralizer of G in A and since G is algebraicallyS
dense in A , the kernel of r is exactly the center of A . It follows that DS S
is a nilpotent normal subgroup of A . To prove the maximality of D, letS
D9 be a nilpotent normal subgroup of A that contains D. Let N be theS
representation radical of G; that is, the intersection of the kernels of all
w xsemisimple representations of G. By 13, Section 4 , N is the radical of
w x w xG, G . Clearly, N ; D9. Since D9, A is a connected nilpotent normalS
w x w x w xsubgroup of G, G , D9, A is contained in N; and hence, D9, A is aS S
closed simply connected nilpotent analytic subgroup of D9. Let x g D9.
w x w x  . y1Define maps f and g of D9, A into D9, A by f y s xyx andS S
 .  . y1g y s f y y . Since D9 is nilpotent, there is a positive integer n such
n w xthat g is trivial. By 22, Section 2 , the differential of f is unipotent; that
 . w x.is, r x induces an unipotent automorphism on L D9, A . TogetherS
 .  . w x.with the fact that r x induces the identity map on L G rL D9, A , weS
 .see that r x is unipotent; that is, x g D. This proves that D s D9 and D
is the maximal nilpotent normal subgroup of A . Next write A s U ? M,S S
where M is a maximal fully reducible subgroup of A . Since U is clearlyS
 .contained in D, we have D s U ? D l M and D l M is a reductive
w xcomplex Lie group 19, Lemma 5.2 . Then r is semisimple on D l M.
 .Together with the unipotency of r on D, r D l M must be trivial. As a
result, D l M centralizes G, and hence, centralizes A . This implies thatS
 .D l M is contained in A. Since A is clearly contained in D l M, 1 is
proved.
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 .  .To prove 2 , let Q K be the subgroup of Q that is generated by those
<elements q of Q whose restrictions q K to K occur as components in the
semisimple representation associated with the adjoint representation of K.
 . w xThen Q K s S l Q 16, the proof of Theorem 3.1 . If b g A , q g Q,S
 .and f is the unique element of Hom G, C such that q s exp f , thenq q
 .  .  .  .  .  .b q s b9 q q and b f s f q b9 f for some b9 q g C* and b9 fq q q q
g C. Then the kernel of the complex analytic homomorphism of A intoS
  . .  .Hom Q K , C* sending every element b of A onto the map b * q sS
 .   .. w x.b9 q exp yb9 f is precisely G 16, the proof of Theorem 3.1 . So inq
order to show that A ; G, it suffices to show that A is contained in the
 .kernel of the map b ¬ b *. To this end, let a g A and q g Q K . From
 .the defining equation of a 9 f , it is clear that the space V spanned by fq q
and all constant functions are invariant under a and a is unipotent on V.
On the other hand, since A is abelian and reductive, a is a semisimple
automorphism of V. It follows that a is identity on V. In particular,
 .  .a 9 f s 0. Since K is a closed normal analytic subgroup of G, K is alsoq
 .normal in A . Since a is in the center of A , it acts trivially on L K .S S
 . < <  .  .Hence, a q K s q K, giving a 9 q s 1. This shows that a* s 1 and 2
is proved.
 .  .  .By 1 and 2 , D l G s U l G ? A is a nilpotent normal subgroup of
G and U l G is a torsion free normal subgroup of G. We may regard
 .L G as an A -module via r and as a G-module via the adjoint represen-S
tation of G. Since G is algebraically dense in A , the collection of allS
 .simple A -submodules of L G is exactly the same as the collection of allS
 .simple G-submodules of L G . It follows that D l G is exactly the kernel
of the semisimple representation of G associated with the adjoint repre-
 .sentation of G. By using the same argument as in the proof of 1 , we may
conclude that D l G is the maximal nilpotent normal subgroup of G. By
w x16, Theorem 3.1 and 4.1 , there is a complex toroid X in A such that XS
 .is central in M and M s X ? M l G . From this, we see that UX l G is a
 .solvable normal subgroup of G. On the other hand, since UX l G ?
 .  .M l G s UX M l G l G s G, we may conclude that UX l G is
closed complex analytic subgroup of G. It follows that UX l G and
.  .hence, U l G is contained in R. Thus 3 is proved.
 .  .  .Finally, by 3 , U l G ? R l A is a nilpotent normal subgroup of R.
 .  .The maximality of U l G ? R l A follows from the same argument as
 . w x  .in the proof of 1 by noting that G, R s N. This proves 4 .
If A is a complex analytic group and B is a subgroup of A, then we
 .   . 4denote by Aut A, B the subgroup u g Aut A: u B s B of Aut A.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that V is a complex ¨ector group and A is an abelian
 .complex analytic subgroup of GL V that acts on V as a group of semisimple
automorphisms. Let G be the semidirect product V ? A. Then, V is a character-
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 .istic subgroup of G and the image of Aut G, A ¨ia the restriction map is a
finite subgroup F of Aut A. Moreo¨er, if T is a complex toroid in A that is
in¨ariant under F, then there is a closed complex analytic subgroup E of A
that is in¨ariant under F such that A s ET and E l T is discrete.
 .  .Proof. Let ¨ , a g Z G . Clearly, then a centralizes V. Since A acts
on V faithfully, a must be the identity map on V. It follows that ¨ is in the
 .  .  .centralizer Z A of A in V. This proves that Z G s Z A . Now, letV V
w xB s G, G . Since B is a complex vector subspace of V that is invariant
under A and A acts on V semisimply, there is a complex vector subspace
W of V that is invariant under A and V s B [ W. Let p: G ª GrB be
  ..  .the canonical homomorphism. If w g W and a g A, then p a w s p w ,
 .giving a w s w q b for some b g B. A fortiori, b s 0. This proves that
 .  .w g Z A . It follows that V s BZ G , hence V is a characteristic sub-V
group of G.
Since A acts on V semisimply, there are distinct eigenfunctions
x , . . . , x : A ª C* such that V is the direct sum of the subspaces1 n
  .  . 4  .V s ¨ g V: a ¨ s x a ¨ for all a g A . Let u g Aut G, A . then therei i
 .   .  ..are u g Aut V and u g Aut A such that u ¨ , a s u ¨ , u a forV A V A
 .all ¨ , a g G. If ¨ g V for some i, then, for every a g A, we havei
  ..  y1 . ..  y1 ..  .  . y1a u ¨ s u u a ¨ s x u a u ¨ . Putting p x s x (uV V A i A V u i i A
for every i, we see that the map u ¬ p is a homomorphism fromu
 .  4Aut G, A into the group of permutations on x , . . . , x . It follows that1 n
 . y1there is a subgroup H of Aut G, A of finite index such that x (u s xi A i
for every i and for every u g H. From the fact that the eigenfunctions of A
 .separate the points of A since A acts on V faithfully , one concludes
readily that u is the identity map on A for every u g H. As a result, theA
 .image of Aut G, A via the restriction map is a finite subgroup F of
Aut A.
Let T be the maximal complex toroid in A. Clearly, T : T and T is1 1 1
invariant under F. As a finite group, F acts on A semisimply. It follows
that we may choose a complex vector subgroup U of A that is invariant
 .under F and A is the semidirect product U ? T . Let exp : L T ª T and1 1 1 1
 .  .  .exp: L T ª T be the exponential maps. Since ker exp s ker exp l1
 .  .  4L T , it is well known that L T possesses a C-basis a , . . . a whose1 1 n
 .Z-span is precisely ker exp , there are integers k , . . . , k such that1 1 m
 4  .D s k a , . . . , k a is a C-basis for L T and the Z-span of D is1 1 m m
 .  .  .precisely ker exp , and both ker exp and ker exp are invariant under dF1
 .the collection of differentials of all elements of F , where Z is the ring of
 4integers. Let W be the Q-span of a , . . . , a and W the Q-span of D,1 1 n
where Q is the field of rational numbers. Clearly, W and W are invariant1
under dF. By the representation theory of finite groups, W has a1
Q-vector subspace W which is invariant under dF and W s W [ W . It2 1 2
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 .is easy to see that W possesses a Q-basis D contained in ker exp . Let2 2 1
 .D be the Z-span of D j D , A s W m R q D, and C s W m C.1 2 2 Q 2 Q
Since D j D is clearly an R-basis for W m R, ArD is compact.2 1 Q 1
 .Together with the fact that D is contained in ker exp , we see that1 1
 .  .A q ker exp is closed in W m R, hence exp A is a compact toroid in1 1 Q 1
 .   ..exp C s T . Since the C-span of L exp A s W m R is precisely1 2 1 2 Q
 . w xL T , it follows from 14, Theorem 3.1 that T is reductive, hence T is2 2 2
 .  .closed in T and E s UT is closed in A. Finally, since L T [ L T s2 2
 .L T , we may conclude that A s ET and E l T is discrete. This com-1
pletes the proof of the lemma.
The following lemma gives a condition under which a characteristic
nucleus exists.
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a faithfully representable complex analytic group, R
the radical of G and T a maximal complex toroid in R. Suppose that T meets
 .  .Z R tri¨ ially, then there is a nucleus K of G such that u K s K for all
u g Aut G.
1. nq1. w n.xProof. Put R s R and R s R, R for every positive integer n.
Denote by R` the intersection of all Rn. as n ranges over all positive
w ` `xintegers. Let p : R ª Rr R , R be the canonical map, W the complex
 `.  .  .  .vector space p R , and r : p R ª GL W the representation of p R
 .where every element of p R acts on W by conjugation. By Lie's theorem,
  ..r p R is triangulable. It follows that there are complex analytic homo-
 .   . .  .morphisms l : p R ª C* such that U s w g W: r x w s l x w fori i i
 .4  4  4all x g p R / 0 . Let l , . . . , l be the complete set of such homo-1 n
morphisms and let W s U [ ??? [ U . Clearly, W is the largest subspace1 1 n 1
 .of W on which p R acts semisimply. Next, we apply the same argument
 .to the induced representation of p R on WrW and obtain the largest1
 .subspace V of WrW on which p R acts semisimply. Let W be the1 1 2
inverse image of V in W via the canonical map W ª WrW . Continuing1 1
 4this fashion, we obtain subspaces W of W such that 0 s W : W : ???i 0 1
 .: W : W s W and the induced representation of p R on eachm mq1
 .  .W rW is semisimple. Let V s W rW [ ??? [ W rW . Clearly,iq1 i mq1 m 1 0
 .the induced representation r9 of p R on V is semisimple. Together with
 .   ..the solvability of p R , we see that A s r9 p R is abelian.
 .Let u g Aut G. Clearly, u induces an automorphism u 9 in Aut p R
such that p (u s u 9(p . Since W is invariant under u 9, we see that u 9
permutes U 's, hence W is invariant under u 9. Similarly, W 's are invarianti 1 i
 .under u 9. It follows that u 9 hence u induces an automorphism u on V.V
 .On the other hand, it is straightforward to check that if x g p R , then x
 .acts on W unipotently if and only if u 9 x acts on W unipotently; that is,
 .   .. r9 x s 1 if and only if r9 u 9 x s 1. It follows from this that u 9 hence
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.u induces an automorphism u on A such that u ( r9 s r9(u 9. DefineA A
 .   .  ..u *: V ? A ª V ? A by u * ¨ , a s u ¨ , u a . By the way u and u areV A ¨ A
 .constructed, one can check readily that u * g Aut V ? A, A . If we suppose,
 .   ..in addition, that u T s T , then, clearly, the complex toroid r9 p T is
invariant under u .A
 .Together with Lemma 2.2, we see that the image of Aut G, T via the
  ..map u ¬ u is a finite subgroup F of Aut A, r9 p T is invariant underA
F and A has a closed complex analytic subgroup E which is invariant
  ..   ..under F such that A s Er9 p T and E l r9 p T is discrete. Let
 .y1 .K s r9(p E . Clearly, K is a closed normal complex analytic sub-
8  . w x.group of R that is stable under Aut G, T . Since p G, R is evidently in
w xthe kernel of r9, G, R : K, hence K is normal in G. Together with the
conjugacy of maximal complex tori in R, we may conclude that K is stable
under Aut G.
Since clearly R s KT, it remains to show that K is a nucleus of R. To
 .this end, let t g T be in the kernel of r9(p ; that is, p t acts on W
 .unipotently. Together with the semisimple action of p T on W, we see
 . that p T acts on W trivially. From the fact that Ad t where Ad is the
.adjoint representation of G is a semisimple automorphism on the nilpo-
 `. `tent Lie algebra L R , one concludes readily that t centralizes R ; a
fortiori, t is in the center of R. By the assumption, t must be the identity
 . <element of R. This proves that r9(p T is faithful. It follows that K l T
is discrete. Let p: R ª RrR` be the canonical map. Since T is clearly
 .  .  .  .isomorphic to p T , we see that p K l p T is discrete and p T is the
 .  .   .  ..maximal complex toroid in p R . From the fact that p K r p K l p T
 .  .is isomorphic with the simply connected analytic group p R rp T , we
 .  .  .may conclude taht p K is simply connected and p K l p T is trivial.
As a result, K is simply connected and K l T is trivial, giving that K is a
nucleus of R. The proof of the lemma is thereby complete.
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a faithfully representable complex analytic group
 .and B be a closed reducti¨ e complex Lie subgroup of Z G . Then GrB is
 .  .faithfully representable and Z G rB is exactly Z GrB .
Proof. Let p : G ª GrB be the canonical homomorphism. Let H be a
maximal reductive complex analytic subgroup of G, N be the representa-
y1  .. w xtion radical of G, and L s p Z GrB . Since H, H is a faithfully
w xrepresentable semisimple analytic group, B l H, H is finite. Together
w x  w x. w x with B l G, G s B l N ? H, H s B l H, H , we see that B l
w x. w xG, G is trivial. On the other hand, it is evident that G, L ; B, which
8 w x  w x.implies that G, L is a subgroup of B l G, G . As a result, we have
8 .  .  .  .L ; Z G . It follows that Z G rB s Z GrB . The assertion that p G is
 .faithfully representable simply follows from the fact that p H is a
reductive complex Lie group. This proves the lemma.
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Now we are in the position to prove the existence of ``almost'' character-
 w x .istic nuclei Cf. 2 .
THEOREM 2.5. Let G be a faithfully representable complex analytic group
 .and A the maximal reducti¨ e complex Lie subgroup of Z G . Then there is a
 .nucleus K of G such that u K : KA for all u g Aut G.
8
Proof. Let R be the radical of G. Write R s K ? T , where K is a1 1
 .nucleus of R and T is a maximal complex toroid in R. Let B s T l Z G .
 .Clearly, B is a closed reductive complex Lie subgroup of Z G . Let N be
the representation radical of G and l: G ª GrB the canonical homo-
 .   ..morphism. By Lemma 2.4, l G is faithfully representable and l Z G s
  ..  .   ..Z l G ; and hence, l T l Z l R is trivial. Moreover, it is straightfor-
 .  .  .  .ward to check that l R is the radical of l G , l K is a nucleus of l R ,1
 .  .l T is a maximal complex toroid in l R , and the representation radical
 .  .  .of l G is exactly l N . By Lemma 2.3, there is a nucleus K of l G such2
 .  .that f K s K for all f g Aut l G .2 2
y1 .  .Let K s l K . Since l N ; K , NB ; K . Let a : K ª K rN be3 2 2 3 3 3
the canonical homomorphism. Because RrN is abelian and B is reductive,
 .a K is a faithfully representable abelian complex Lie group with finitely3
 .many connected components. It follows that a K s V ? B , where V is a3 1
complex vector group and B is the maximal reductive complex Lie1
 . y1 .subgroup of a K . Let K s a V . Then K is a closed simply con-3
nected complex analytic subgroup of K that contains N and K s K ? B.3 3
Therefore, R s K T s K ? T and K is a nucleus of R. As we saw before,3
since N ; K, K is also a nucleus of G.
Finally, let u g Aut G. Since maximal complex toroids in R are conju-
gate by elements of R`, without loss of generality, we may assume
 .  .u B s B. Then u induces an automorphism f of l G . It follows from
 .   ..   ..   ..the result f K s K that l u K ; l u K s f l K s K , which2 2 3 3 2
 .  .implies u K ; K ? B ; K ? A. Since K is connected, u K ; K ? A . This
8
completes the proof of the theorem.
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